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ABSTRACT

The issue of data sparsity poses a significant challenge to recom-

mender systems. In response to this, algorithms that leverage side

information such as review texts have been proposed. Furthermore,

Cross-Domain Recommendation (CDR), which captures domain-

shareable knowledge and transfers it from a richer domain (source)

to a sparser one (target), has received notable attention. Neverthe-

less, the majority of existing methodologies assume a Euclidean

embedding space, encountering difficulties in accurately represent-

ing richer text information and managing complex interactions

between users and items. This paper advocates a hyperbolic CDR

approach based on review texts for modeling user-item relation-

ships. We first emphasize that conventional distance-based domain

alignment techniques may cause problems because small modifi-

cations in hyperbolic geometry result in magnified perturbations,

ultimately leading to the collapse of hierarchical structures. To ad-

dress this challenge, we propose hierarchy-aware embedding and

domain alignment schemes that adjust the scale to extract domain-

shareable information without disrupting structural forms. The

process involves the initial embedding of review texts in hyperbolic

space, followed by feature extraction incorporating degree-based

normalization and structure alignment. We conducted extensive ex-

periments to substantiate the efficiency, robustness, and scalability

of our proposed model in comparison to state-of-the-art baselines.
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Figure 1: The geometric properties of Euclidean (E, left) and
Hyperbolic spaces (H, right). A hyperbolic space leverages

the advantages of a wide space by placing nodes with high

degrees close to the origin. However, common methods in

recommender systems bring the relevant nodes closer, lead-

ing to a structural collapse in the hyperbolic geometry

1 INTRODUCTION

A recommender system has evolved into a fundamental tool across

real-world applications [42, 73], exemplified by its integration into

platforms such as Amazon, and Tripadvisor. Despite remarkable

popularity and commercial successes, the performance can be in-

flicted heavily in data-scarce scenarios. Weathering of the data spar-

sity impediments, encompassing issues like cold-start problems,

has emerged as a central focus of scholarly inquiry. Numerous re-

search endeavors have employed various forms of side information

ranging from social relationships [30], and hierarchical interactions

[40] to item images [2] aiming to augment recommendation ac-

curacy. In particular, textual data in the form of reviews stands

out as one of the most extensively utilized side information. The

realm of text-based recommender systems has witnessed signifi-

cant advancements as evidenced by investigations such as [76], [3],

[54], and [14]. These endeavors have demonstrated a measure of

effectiveness in ameliorating sparsity concerns. However, inher-

ent limitations persist in addressing fundamental issues, especially

when the extent of interaction within a dataset is insufficient.

To handle this problem, recent method strides in Cross-Domain

Recommendation (CDR) [19, 28, 71] and transfer algorithms [26,

69, 70]. These methodologies commonly exploit the information

from a source domain, characterized by abundant interactions rela-

tive to a target domain, to extract domain-shareable information.

Some approaches concentrate on duplicate users across both do-

mains [24, 36, 39, 71]. However, it is essential to note that these user

binding strategies may face constraints arising from the absence
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of overlapping (duplicate) users and domain selection restrictions

[29]. Alternatively, more flexible methods that operate independent

of specific users or contexts have been introduced [7, 33, 74]. This

trend has prompted the development of disentangled representa-

tion learning techniques [6, 22, 37, 49], which can concurrently

extract both domain-specific and domain-shareable knowledge.

These algorithms empower the distillation of meaningful insights

from seemingly counterproductive domains. More recently, novel

approaches contrived on review-based disentangled representation

learning [8, 14], free of duplicate users or contexts, have demon-

strated state-of-the-art performance.

We have discussed how recent studies mitigate the data sparsity

problem by leveraging side information and employing domain

disentanglement for knowledge transfer. While these methods are

effective, a drawback exists as they rely on Euclidean geometry

for the embedding [21, 31], which has shown to be inadequate

for modeling the user-item bipartite graphs whose node degrees

follow a power-law distribution [15]. This inadequacy leads to

a distortion in embedding due to the exponential growth in the

graph’s volume with its radius. To solve this limitation, recent

studies propose the adoption of hyperbolic geometry [18, 23, 32].

In Figure 1, we present illustrative examples of Euclidean space

(E, left) and hyperbolic spaces (H, right). As previously mentioned,

the volume of hyperbolic space (distance from the origin) exhibits

exponential growth (𝑒𝑥 ) compared to the polynomial growth (𝑥 ) in

Euclidean space as they expand towards the boundary [47].

Considering these factors, we focus on hyperbolic CDR, a rel-

atively underexplored area [65]. Despite the existence of various

CDR methods, the majority of them bring features extracted from

two closely related domains [8, 75], potentially provoking the loss

of hierarchical information. As shown in the right side of Figure

1 (H), directly reducing the distance between two items 𝑖1 and 𝑖2,

purchased by the same user without considering their positions can

detrimentally impact the entire representation. In detail, given that

the degree of node 𝑖1 is greater than node 𝑖2, placing a node 𝑖2 with

fewer interactions closer to the origin than 𝑖1 results in the loss of

the advantages of an exponentially increasing space. In this con-

text, there arises a need to devise clever mechanisms that facilitate

knowledge transfer while preserving a tree-like structure. For this,

we propose a solution equipped with two strategies; degree-based

normalization and structure alignment. The proposed scheme not

only preserves the position but also enhances the performance of

domain disentanglement. Our approach is substantiated through

theoretical understanding and empirical evidence from various

experiments. In summary, our contributions are outlined below.

• Wepropose a novel CDR algorithm, calledHyperbolic Embedding

and Hierarchy-Aware Domain Disentanglement (HEAD),

which enhances the previous review-based domain disentan-

glement by incorporating hyperbolic geometry.

• We propose degree-based hierarchy alignment and scale

adjustment to enhance the knowledge transfer between two

domains. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt that

achieves domain disentanglement in a hyperbolic space.

• We present theoretical understandings that emphasize the

importance of hierarchy preservation and domain disentan-

glement for recommender systems.

• We conducted various experiments to verify the effectiveness

of our method and the correctness of the theoretical analysis.

2 RELATEDWORK

In this section, we introduce the advent of recommender algorithms

categorizing them as follows; (1) Review-based recommendations

that utilize review texts as side information, (2) Cross-domain rec-

ommendations that exploit additional information from source do-

mains for knowledge transfer, and (3) Hyperbolic recommendation

which project the user-item representations onto hyperbolic space

instead of Euclidean space to preserve hierarchical information.

2.1 Review-Based Recommendation

The explosive progress in text convolution techniques has ignited

great attention in review-based recommender systems [11, 13, 16,

76]. For example, DeepCoNN [76] employs two parallel convolu-

tional neural networks (CNNs), and others further utilize an atten-

tion mechanism to exploit important words [9, 16, 53, 57]. Although

these methods highlight the importance of review texts, their major

limitation lies in the confined scale of target domains and the trans-

fer of noisy data [52, 72]. To address these issues, cross-domain

recommendation and disentanglement techniques have emerged to

acquire useful information from domains with richer interactions.

2.2 Cross-Domain Recommendation

Cross-domain recommendation (CDR) involves the utilization of

additional information in other domains called source domains to

address the sparseness in a target domain. Generally, these meth-

ods capture latent information from rating matrices or review texts

[19, 33] to capture and transfer knowledge authored by overlapping

users in both source and target domains [17, 43, 77]. Though certain

methods [63, 74] underscore the significance of employing non-

overlapping users for generalization, they lack examination of what

information would be efficiently transferred. Thus, recent studies

have shifted focus towards identifying the most relevant aspects

between two domains, commonly referred to as domain-shareable

features. The foundational mechanism often commences with do-

main adaptation [5, 10, 51, 71], which captures domain-shareable

features through adversarial training. Advanced techniques that

extract domain-specific and domain-shareable features simulta-

neously have been introduced more recently, collectively known

as disentangled representation learning. These include MMT [33],

DADA [49], DisenCDR [8], and SER [14]. The pivotal aspect of this

approach lies in domain disentanglement which strives to identify

useful information for knowledge transfer.

2.3 Hyperbolic Recommendation

Most prior research on recommendation systems has primarily been

conducted in a Euclidean space. These methods have demonstrated

decent performance, but a challenge has been raised regarding their

adequacy in modeling hierarchical structures such as user-item

interactions or word vectors [58]. Recent studies [18, 55, 61] utilize a

hyperbolic space for representation learning, including informative

collaborative filtering [35, 62, 67] with geometric regularization

[68]. However, most of them utilize a single-domain dataset, which

is susceptible to data sparsity. To address this problem, several
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researchers have integrated CDR with hyperbolic space embedding

[25, 65], but they disregard domain disentanglement and hierarchy

structure preservation, which are particularly crucial for accurate

knowledge transfer in an exponentially expanded space. Thus, we

aim to suggest a new hyperbolic CDR that preserves the structural

property to better embed the user-item interactions.

3 PRELIMINARIES

We first introduce the basic concepts of manifolds and hyperbolic

geometry. Differential geometry defines three space types, hyper-

bolic, Euclidean, and spherical, based on curvatures. Especially, a

hyperbolic space is one type of non-Euclidean space, which has a

constant negative curvature at all points. In the literature, various

mathematical formulations can be utilized to describe hyperbolic

spaces, such as the Riemannian manifold [38], Poincaré ball [47],

and Lorentz model [48]. Here, we employ the Poincaré ball for

the ease of visualization [23] and the Lorentz model for numerical

operation [34], respectively.

Poincaré ball. The representation of this model can be defined

as P𝑑 = (B𝑑 , 𝑔B𝑥 ), which stands for the open 𝑛-dimensional unit

ball B𝑑 = {𝑥 ∈ R𝑑
: 𝑘 | |𝑥 | | < 1} and hyperbolic feature 𝑔B𝑥 :

𝑔B𝑥 = ( 2

1 − k| |x| |2
)
2

𝑔𝐸𝑥 , (1)

where 𝑘 is the radius of the ball. The above equation converts a

Euclidean metric tensor 𝑔𝐸 to hyperbolic one. If 𝑘 = 0, we can

easily infer that the ball is identical to the Euclidean space. Also, a

distance function on P is defined as below:

dP (x, y) =
√
k arcosh

(
1 + 2k

| |x − y| |2

(k − ||x| |2) (k − ||y| |2)

)
(2)

Lorentz model. Similarly, the Lorentz model is defined as L𝑑 =

(H𝑑 , 𝑔H𝑥 ), whereH𝑑 = {𝑥 ∈ R𝑑+1
:< 𝑥, 𝑥 >L= −𝑘, 𝑥0 > 0}. Here,

<, >L is the Lorentizan inner product:

< x, y >L= −x0y0 +
n∑︁
i=1

xiyi, (3)

and 𝑔H𝑥 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(−1, 1, ..., 1) is a positive-definite metric tensor to

calculate a distance of two points 𝑥,𝑦 ∈ H𝑑
as follows:

dL (x, y) =
√
k arcosh(−

< x, y >L
k

) (4)

For a certain point 𝑥 ∈ H𝑑
in hyperbolic space, we can define the

tangent space centered at 𝑥 as below:

TxHd = {v ∈ Rd+1
:< v, x >L= 0}, (5)

where the orthogonality holds for all 𝑣 concerning the Lorentz

scalar product. Using these characteristics, conversions between the

tangent and hyperbolic space can be achieved through exponential

and logarithmic maps as follows.

• (Exponential map) T𝑥H𝑑 → H𝑑
projects 𝑣 onto hyperbolic

space as,

expx (v) = cosh(
| |v| |L√

k

)x +
√
ksinh(

| |v| |L√
k

) v

| |v| |L
(6)

Table 1: Notations

Symbol Explanation

E,H Euclidean and Hyperbolic spaces

u, i, yu,i, ru,i User, item, rating, and individual review

R Aggregated reviews (documents)

S,T Domain-specific features extracted from R

Ŝ, T̂ Domain-shareable features extracted from R

Ns,Nt Batch of source and target domain datasets

expx (v) Mapping from Euclidean to hyperbolic space

logx (v) Mapping from hyperbolic to Euclidean space

dP (x, y) Distance measure in Poincaré ball

dL (x, y) Distance measure in Lorentz model

L Loss function

𝜆 Hyperparameters in L

• (Logarithmic map) H𝑑 → T𝑥H𝑑
projects 𝑣 back to Eu-

clidean space as,

logx (v) = dL (x, v)
v + 1

k
< x, v >L x

| |v + 1

k
< x, v >L x| | L

(7)

Based on these equations, wewill explainmethods for knowledge

transfer in hyperbolic space. In Table 1, we describe the notations

that will be used throughout this paper.

4 METHODOLOGY

In Figure 2, we illustrate the overall architecture of our model, called

HEAD (Hyperbolic Embedding and Hierarchy-Aware Domain Dis-

entanglement, which is comprised of the following key components:

• Word embedding. This part vectorizes reviews using pre-

trained word embedding. In contrast to the previous methods

that adopt Euclidean embedding such as word2vec
1
[45] or

GloVe
2
[50], we employ the Poincaré Glove

3
[58] which

better preserves the hierarchical property of words.

• Feature extraction. This module elicits pertinent informa-

tion from embedded documents using three types of feature

extractors (FEs); the shared FE focuses on domain-shareable

knowledge for transfer while the source and target FEs cap-

ture the domain-specific features.

• Hierarchy-aware embedding and domain disentangle-

ment. Extracted features are aligned hierarchically and then

knowledge is transferred while retaining this structure. This

also reinforces the separability of domain discriminator.

• Prediction and optimization. Outputs are integrated and

projected back to the hyperbolic space for prediction. A

marginal ranking loss is computed for optimization.

4.1 Word Embedding

Each data record follows a format (u, i, 𝑦𝑢,𝑖 , 𝑟𝑢,𝑖 ), which means that

a user 𝑢 purchased an item 𝑖 and left a rating 𝑦𝑢,𝑖 and a review 𝑟𝑢,𝑖 .

Assume that we are concerned with a possibly unseen rating 𝑦𝑢,𝑖 .

We first aggregate all reviews of 𝑢 and 𝑖 . Specifically, for a user 𝑢,

1
https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec

2
https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove

3
https://github.com/alex-tifrea/poincare_glove

https://github.com/alex-tifrea/poincare_glove
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we gather all reviews written by her except for the specific pair

𝑟𝑢,𝑖 (not available during inference) and consider them as a single

document 𝑅𝑢 . Likewise, one can construct the collection of item

reviews, 𝑅𝑖 . Here, we ignore the temporal sequence of ratings or

reviews. Finally, we apply the word embedding function to 𝑅𝑢 and

𝑅𝑖 . Although many strategies are applicable (e.g, word2vec
4
[45]),

we focus on the Euclidean [50] and Poincaré Glove [58] here.

• (Euclidean Glove) increases the co-occurrence probability

(𝑋𝑖 𝑗 ) of the central word (𝑤𝑖 ) and its neighbor words (�̃� 𝑗 ) as,

min

w

V∑︁
i,j

f (Xij) (wT

i
w̃j + bi + ˜

bj − logXij)2, (8)

where 𝑏 is the bias.

• (Poincaré Glove) replaces𝑤𝑇
𝑖
�̃� 𝑗 with −ℎ(𝑑P (𝑤𝑇

𝑖
, �̃� 𝑗 )) as,

min

w

V∑︁
i,j

f (Xij) (−h(dP (wT

i
, w̃j)) + bi + ˜

bj − logXij)2, (9)

where 𝑑P is a distance function in Eq. 2 and ℎ(𝑥) = 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ2.

The Euclidean and Poincaré renditions
5
have been trained using

1.4 billion tokens from English Wikipedia, and we employ them

as pre-trained word embedding 𝑓 (·) (please see Table 3). Using

this, the textual documents 𝑅𝑢 and 𝑅𝑖 are mapped into the matrix

R
E
u
= f (Ru), RE

i
= f (Ri) of R𝑛×𝑑

, where 𝑛 is the vocabulary size and

𝑑 is the embedding dimension. We project these matrices onto the

hyperbolic space using the exponential map in Eq. 6 as below:

R
H
u
= expo (REu ) = [cosh( | |RE

u
| |), sinh( | |RE

u
| |)

R
E
u

| |RE
u
| |
]

R
H
i
= expo (RE

i
) = [cosh( | |RE

i
| |), sinh( | |RE

i
| |)

R
E
i

| |RE
i
| |
]

(10)

We set the curvature 𝑘 = 1 for simplicity.

4.2 Feature Extraction

The above word embedding procedure is applied to the source and

target domains, respectively. Given word embedding 𝑅H𝑢 and 𝑅H
𝑖

from each domain, we aim to extract useful information. Several

feature extraction strategies have been proposed, including domain

adaptation [71], variational reconstruction [41], personalized trans-

fer [78], contrastive learning [64], and domain disentanglement

[49]. Among them, we adopt the domain disentanglement algo-

rithm, which does not obligate user overlapping in both domains

[8]. For this, as illustrated in Figure 2, we employ three types of

feature extractors (FEs), all of which consist of simple multi-channel

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). Specifically, the shared

FE processes datasets from both domains, while the source and

target FEs deal with the documents from their domains only (please

refer to [14] for more details). For the sake of simplicity, we focus

on the mechanisms in the source domain since the target domain

procedure is the same. The feature extraction process is given by:

Su = Fs (logo (RHu )), Si = Fs (logo (RHi ))

Ŝu = F
h
(log

o
(RH

u
)), Ŝi = F

h
(log

o
(RH

i
))

(11)

4
https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec

5
https://polybox.ethz.ch/index.php/s/TzX6cXGqCX5KvAn

Figure 2: The overall framework of the Hierarchy-Aware Hy-

perbolic Embedding and Domain Disentanglement (HEAD)

scheme. The (1)-(3) represents three types of loss functions

As illustrated, the hyperbolic embedding of the user and item is pro-

jected back to Euclidean space using a logarithmic map in Equation

7, followed by the application of CNNs (𝐹𝑠 and 𝐹ℎ). Consequently,

the source domain yields four outputs from two feature extrac-

tors, denoted as 𝑆𝑢 , 𝑆𝑖 , 𝑆𝑢 , 𝑆𝑖 (depicted in the middle of Figure 2).

Additional insights into CNNs can be found in [76].

Remark.The large languagemodels (e.g., LLaMA [59], ChatGPT-

4 [1]) may replace CNNs if their parameters can be fine-tuned.

4.3 Hierarchy-Aware Hyperbolic Embedding

and Domain Disentanglement

We propose two constraints to achieve domain disentanglement

between the extracted features while preserving their hierarchical

structure: (1) hierarchy-aware embedding and (2) hierarchy-aware

knowledge transfer. The feature extractors (FEs) are configured to

preserve such hierarchies during the training as below.

4.3.1 Hierarchy-aware hyperbolic embedding. As depicted
in Figure 1, one of the remarkable advantages of hyperbolic space

is its exponentially expandable capacity. Also, [32] reveals that the

uncertainty decreases as the embedding gets closer to the boundary

https://polybox.ethz.ch/index.php/s/TzX6cXGqCX5KvAn
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of the Poincaré ball. Based on this, HRCF [68] suggests a hyperbolic

regularization optimized for the characteristics of a power-law

distribution. Specifically, users or items with many interactions

(dense) are pulled to the center, while sparse ones are positioned

near the boundary. In detail, HRCF identifies the root as the average

of the entire embedding and considers it as an origin as follows:

S
root

u
=

1

Nu

Nu∑︁
u
′=1

1

2

(Su
′

u
+ Ŝ

u
′

u
), S

root

i
=

1

Ni

Ni∑︁
i
′=1

1

2

(Si
′
i
+ Ŝ

i
′
i
) (12)

The 𝑁𝑢 and 𝑁𝑖 are the total number of users and items, respectively.

Then, they apply so-called root alignment that locates the nodes to

be separated from the origin as below:

S
norm

u
=

1

Nu

Nu∑︁
u
′=1

| |Su
′

u
− S

root

u
| |2
2
, S

norm

i
=

1

Ni

Ni∑︁
i
′=1

| |Si
′
i
− S

root

i
| |2
2

(13)

The loss function is the inverse of the above equation, which aims

to decrease the central density. However, this strategy might not

sufficiently reflect the popularity of nodes since it simply pushes all

nodes away from the center. To alleviate this problem, we suggest

to modify Eq. 13 as follows.

Proposition 4.1 (Hierarchy-aware hyperbolic embedding).

The loss function is normalized based on the maximum node degree,
max(𝑑), as follows:

S
norm

u,deg
=

1

Nu

Nu∑︁
u
′=1

max(du) − du
′

max(du)
| |Su

′
u
− S

root

u
| |2
2

(14)

S
norm

i,deg
=

1

Ni

Ni∑︁
i
′=1

max(di) − di
′

max(di)
| |Si

′
i
− S

root

i
| |2
2

(15)

Notation 𝑑𝑢′ and 𝑑𝑖′ stands for the degrees of user 𝑢′ and item 𝑖′,
respectively. Through this, we can place popular users and items near
the origin, while pushing low-degree nodes towards the boundary.

Proof. refer to proof of proposition 4.1 in Section 4.5.

The loss in the target domain can be retrieved similarly. Then,

we can define the hierarchical embedding loss as below:

L
emb

= 1/
√︃
S
norm

u,deg
+ S

norm

i,deg
+ T

norm

u,deg
+ T

norm

i,deg
(16)

4.3.2 Hierarchy-aware domain disentanglement. Knowledge
transfer has gained substantial attention in the field of cross-domain

recommendation. In this regard, we align with the recently pro-

posed domain disentanglement algorithm [8, 14], which operates

without the requirement of overlapping users. The fundamental

mechanism of domain disentanglement can be delineated as fol-

lows: (1) domain-specific features 𝑆,𝑇 should be readily inferable

to their originating domains to mitigate domain discrepancies, and

(2) domain-shareable features 𝑆,𝑇 ought to encapsulate domain-

indiscriminative information, ensuring pairwise independence be-

tween domains [22, 37, 46]. To achieve this, as depicted in Figure 3,

we first concatenate the user and item vectors from each feature

extractor in the following manner:

S = [Su ⊕ Si], T = [Tu ⊕ Ti]

S̃ = [̂Su ⊕ Ŝi], T̃ = [T̂u ⊕ T̂i]
(17)

Figure 3: Mechanism of hierarchy-aware domain alignment

Before delving into the scale alignment module which is one of our

primary contributions, we introduce the following discussion on

previous disentanglement algorithms.

Lemma 4.1. Prior methods of domain disentanglement, such as
those proposed by [8, 14, 33, 49] merely focus on adjusting the scale
of the extracted features. In detail, they simply forward these features
to the domain discriminator (𝐹𝑑 ) in the following manner:

𝑑𝑆 = 𝐹𝑑 (𝑆), 𝑑𝑇 = 𝐹𝑑 (𝑇 )
˜𝑑𝑆 = 𝐹𝑑 (𝑔(𝑆)), ˜𝑑𝑇 = 𝐹𝑑 (𝑔(𝑇 ))

(18)

The 𝐹𝑑 consists of the two layers of a fully connected neural

network and the notation 𝑑𝑆 , 𝑑𝑇 ∈ {0, 1} denotes the predicted

domain (0/1 are the source/target). Additionally, 𝑔(·) signifies the
Gradient Reversal Layer (GRL), which remains inactive during the

forward propagation but reverses the sign of the gradient during

the back-propagation (for detailed information, refer to [44, 49]).

A major limitation of these methods lies in the disruptive changes

in positional information. As elucidated earlier, domain-shareable

features tend to converge, while domain-specific features separate

apart. Consequently, minor positional changes can cause exponen-

tially magnified effects. A similar issue is observed in other domain

alignment methods. To solve the problem, some directly reduce

the distance of the same set of users between domains [75], and

others leverage variational inference to align the mean and vari-

ance of feature distributions [41]. In this paper, we propose a novel

disentanglement strategy that conserves the scale of the extracted

information by revising Eq. 18 as follows.

Proposition 4.2 (Scale Alignment). We adjust the scale of
inputs before applying the domain discriminator, which can preserve
the hierarchical structure of features as follows:

• (Scale alignment between domain-specific knowledge)

𝑑𝑆 = 𝐹𝑑 (
𝑆

|𝑆 | ), 𝑑𝑇 = 𝐹𝑑 (
𝑇

|𝑇 | ) (19)

• (Scale alignment between domain-shareable knowledge)

˜𝑑𝑆 = 𝐹𝑑 (𝑔(
𝑆

|𝑆 |
)), ˜𝑑𝑇 = 𝐹𝑑 (𝑔(

𝑇

|𝑇 |
)) (20)
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Proof. refer to proof of proposition 4.2 in Section 4.5.

Based on this, we can define the loss function of domain discrimi-

nator L𝑑 as,

L𝑑 = − 1

𝑁𝑠

𝑁𝑠∑︁
𝑛=1

𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − 𝑑𝑆 ) −
1

𝑁𝑠

𝑁𝑠∑︁
𝑛=1

𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − ˜𝑑𝑆 ) (21)

− 1

𝑁𝑡

𝑁𝑡∑︁
𝑛=1

𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑑𝑇 ) −
1

𝑁𝑡

𝑁𝑡∑︁
𝑛=1

𝑙𝑜𝑔( ˜𝑑𝑇 )

Finally, we claim that scale alignment can also enhance the separa-

bility of a discriminator below.

Proposition 4.3 (Advantages of Scale adjustment). Remov-
ing the scale of input features enhances the domain discriminator’s
separability and guarantees stable convergence.

Proof. refer to proof of proposition 4.3 in Section 4.5.

4.4 Inference and Optimization

Inference.We aim to measure the relativity between a user and

an item using their aggregated features. To elaborate, in the center

of Figure 2 (source domain), we compute the average (avg) of the

outputs from the source and shared FEs as,

𝑆 ′𝑢 =
1

2

(𝑆𝑢 + 𝑆𝑢 ), 𝑆′𝑖 =
1

2

(𝑆𝑖 + 𝑆𝑖 ). (22)

Then, we project the aggregated representation onto the hyperbolic

space using the exponential map in Eq. 6 as follows:

S
H
u
= expo (S′u) = (cosh( | |S′

u
| |), sinh( | |S′

u
| |)

S
′
u

| |S′
u
| | ) (23)

S
H
i
= expo (S′

i
) = (cosh( | |S′

i
| |), sinh( | |S′

i
| |)

S
′
i

| |S′
i
| | ) (24)

Finally, we can measure their similarity as below:

𝑝 (𝑆H𝑢 , 𝑆H𝑖 ) = M(𝑆H𝑢 ⊕ 𝑆H𝑖 ) 𝑑L (𝑆H𝑢 , 𝑆H𝑖 ), (25)

where M(·) ∈ [0, 1] is a MLP with Sigmoid activation function.

This adjusts the distance between users and items, 𝑑L (·) (Eq. 4) to
reflect the user’s preference for popular items. For optimization,

we adopt the hyperbolic margin (𝜖 = 0.1) ranking loss [56] given

the positive (𝑖) and negative sample ( 𝑗 ) as below:

L𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 = max(𝑝 (𝑆H𝑢 , 𝑆H𝑖 )
2 − 𝑝 (𝑆H𝑢 , 𝑆H𝑗 )

2 + 𝜖, 0) (26)

Optimization. We define the overall objective function as to

minimize the weighted sum of Eq. 16, 21, 26 as,

min

𝜃
L𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝜆1L𝑒𝑚𝑏 + 𝜆2L𝑑 + L𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 + 𝛿 | |𝜃 | | (27)

The hyperparameters 𝜆1 and 𝜆2 balance the losses. For each dataset,

we find 𝜆1 and 𝜆2 through grid search that yielded the best valida-

tion score (Fig. 6). The parameter 𝜃 is optimized using the Adam

optimizer, with 𝛿 representing the regularization term. Addition-

ally, we practiced early stopping within 300 iterations and applied

negative sampling for ratings that meet the condition 𝑦𝑢,𝑗 < 4.

Table 2: Details of the benchmark datasets

Domain Dataset # users # items # reviews

Source

Clothing (Cloth) 1,219,520 376,858 11,285,464

CDs and Vinyl (CDs) 112,391 73,713 1,443,755

Toys and Games (Toys) 208,143 78,772 1,828,971

Target

Luxury Beauty 3,818 1,581 34,278

All Beauty 990 85 5,269

Digital Music 16,561 11,797 169,781

Video Games 55,217 17,408 497,577

4.5 Theoretical Analysis

Proof of proposition 4.1 (Nodes with smaller degrees

are likely to be pushed away from the origin). Let us take
𝑆𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚
𝑢,𝑑𝑒𝑔

(Eq. 14) as an example. Since we minimize the L𝑒𝑚𝑏 in Eq. 16,
the parameter 𝐹𝑠 in Eq. 11 is trained to maximize 𝑆𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑢 as follows:

argmax

𝐹𝑠

𝑆𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚
𝑢,𝑑𝑒𝑔

=
max(𝑑) − 𝑑𝑢

max(𝑑)
𝜕L𝑒𝑚𝑏

𝜕𝐹𝑠
(28)

Both our proposed method (Eq. 14) and the plain method (Eq. 13) share
the second term in Eq. 28. Thus, we focus on the first term (degree
normalization) that determines the scale of gradient as below:

| | ▽𝐹𝑠 𝑆
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚
𝑢,𝑑𝑒𝑔

| | / | | ▽𝐹𝑠 𝑆
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚
𝑢 | | ≈ max(𝑑) − 𝑑𝑢

max(𝑑) , (29)

where▽ denotes the partial derivative. Since (max(𝑑)−𝑑𝑢 )/max(𝑑) ∈
[0, 1], the scale of gradient increases as the degree of nodes (𝑑𝑢 ) de-
creases, pushing it away from the origin and vice versa.

Proof of proposition 4.2 (Scale Preservation). Let us take
two domain-specific features 𝑑𝑆 and 𝑑𝑇 . According to the law of
cosines, the following equality holds:

| |𝑑𝑆 − 𝑑𝑇 | |2 = | |𝑑𝑆 | |2 + ||𝑑𝑇 | |2 − 2| |𝑑𝑆 | | · | |𝑑𝑇 | | cos𝐶, (30)

where 𝐶 is the angle between the vectors. Since they are from the
domain-specific FEs, the updated features (𝑑′

𝑆
, 𝑑′
𝑇
) satisfy | |𝑑′

𝑆
−𝑑′

𝑇
| |2 >

| |𝑑𝑆 − 𝑑𝑇 | |2. Thus, we can redefine the Eq. 30 as below:

| |𝑑′𝑆 | |
2+||𝑑′𝑇 | |

2−2| |𝑑′𝑆 | |·| |𝑑
′
𝑇 | | cos𝐶

′ > | |𝑑𝑆 | |2+||𝑑𝑇 | |2−2| |𝑑𝑆 | |·| |𝑑𝑇 | | cos𝐶
(31)

Since cos𝐶′ < cos𝐶 , assuming the update function as 𝑑′
𝑆
= 𝑑𝑆 −

▽𝑑𝑆L𝑑 , we can infer that the scale increases in proportion to | |𝑑𝑆 | |.
However, our method in Eq. 20 can preserve the scale because 𝑑′

𝑆
=

𝑑𝑆/| |𝑑𝑆 | | − ▽𝑑𝑆/| |𝑑𝑆 | |L𝑑 , which is proportional to 𝑑𝑆/| |𝑑𝑆 | | ≈ 1.

Proof of proposition 4.3 (Scale adjustment enhances

stability and domain separability). The classification error is
associated with the distance from the decision boundary [66] or the
distance between two feature vectors [20]. Let the weight matrix of
the domain discriminator be𝑊 , the activation function be 𝜙 . Given
two inputs 𝑥 and 𝑦, the separability S can be defined by an inner
product, reflecting both the scale and the angle, as follows:

S = 𝜙 (𝑊𝑥)𝑇𝜙 (𝑊𝑦) = | |𝑥 | | · | |𝑦 | | · 𝑓 (𝑥,𝑦) (32)

The 𝑓 (𝑥,𝑦) is the angle (e.g., cosine similarity) between two vectors.
Thus, the partial derivative of the separability is given by:

▽𝑊 S = | |𝑥 | | · | |𝑦 | | · 𝜕S
𝜕𝑊

𝑓 (𝑥,𝑦) (33)
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Table 3: (RQ1) The performance on four target domain datasets. The ¶ and † indicate top-3 NDCG@10 (ND) and HR@10 (HR)

scores, respectively. A symbol (
∗
) indicates that the method uses the hyperbolic space. We use the two types of word embedding

methods, where the HEAD
∗
E
and HEAD

∗
P
employ the Euclidean and Poincaré Glove, respectively

Type Method @10

Luxury Beauty All Beauty Digital Music Video Games

Cloth CDs Toys Cloth CDs Toys Cloth CDs Toys Cloth CDs Toys

S
i
n
g
l
e
-
D
o
m
a
i
n

NeuMF

ND 0.056 0.045 0.062 0.070

HR 0.113 0.089 0.115 0.134

DeepCoNN

ND 0.093 0.089 0.101 0.124

HR 0.177 0.165 0.184 0.220

AHN

ND 0.129 0.142 0.106 0.171

HR 0.231 0.254 0.199 0.306

HGCF
∗ ND 0.123 0.135 0.121 0.168

HR 0.242 0.250 0.217 0.289

HDNR
∗ ND 0.144 0.148 0.133 0.189

HR 0.262 0.270 0.251 0.344

C
r
o
s
s
-
D
o
m
a
i
n

DAREC

ND 0.063 0.048 0.055 0.047 0.043 0.044 0.068 0.073 0.061 0.059 0.066 0.084

HR 0.116 0.101 0.104 0.090 0.082 0.081 0.130 0.140 0.113 0.111 0.127 0.149

DDTCDR

ND 0.072 0.054 0.059 0.054 0.045 0.041 0.065 0.079 0.069 0.062 0.071 0.083

HR 0.138 0.100 0.112 0.103 0.086 0.075 0.121 0.141 0.130 0.118 0.134 0.151

RC-DFM

ND 0.137 0.114 0.122 0.135 0.132 0.128 0.103 0.118 0.115 0.131 0.135 0.146

HR 0.256 0.211 0.233 0.260 0.254 0.249 0.201 0.231 0.222 0.248 0.261 0.266

CATN

ND 0.141 0.117 0.125 0.140 0.133 0.131 0.102 0.118 0.123 0.144 0.137 0.172

HR 0.271 0.218 0.237 0.258 0.259 0.251 0.198 0.224 0.221 0.240 0.263 0.302

MMT

ND 0.146 0.125 0.139 0.142 0.136 0.136 0.117 0.130 0.122 0.161 0.156 0.188

HR 0.270 0.241 0.264 0.268 0.255 0.253 0.216 0.244 0.229 0.298 0.300 0.351

SER

ND 0.149 0.136 0.147 0.150 0.143 0.146 0.149 0.152 0.148 0.199 0.205 0.221

HR 0.283 0.270 0.286 0.288 0.272 0.279 0.261 0.300 0.297 0.353 0.352 0.394

DH-GAT
∗ ND 0.152 0.142 0.145 0.153 0.150 0.152 0.146 0.144 0.127 0.200 0.202 0.214

HR 0.285 0.266 0.271 0.290 0.289 0.294 0.278 0.278 0.246 0.366 0.371 0.389

O
u
r
s

HEAD
∗
E

ND 0.162 0.160 0.163 0.154 0.150 0.153 0.159 0.167
¶

0.164 0.232 0.226 0.235
¶

HR 0.303 0.299 0.308 0.300 0.296 0.297 0.289 0.310
†

0.311 0.397 0.380 0.414
†

HEAD
∗
P

ND 0.173
¶

0.166
¶

0.169
¶

0.161
¶

0.158
¶

0.157
¶

0.161 0.180
¶

0.175
¶

0.238
¶

0.232 0.244
¶

HR 0.321
†

0.314
†

0.320
†

0.309
†

0.302
†

0.305
†

0.301 0.333
†

0.327
†

0.408
†

0.396 0.417
†

Here, we focus on the scale of the gradient. Since the angle lies in −1 ≤
𝑓 (𝑥,𝑦) ≤ 1, the gradient ▽𝑊 S depends on the scale of two inputs,
and removing this information is considered as one type of feature
scaling method [12, 60]. Thus, we can guarantee stable convergence
without being affected by input’s covariations, 𝑐𝑜𝑣 (𝑥,𝑦) ≈ ||𝑥 | | · | |𝑦 | |
as the following inequality holds, 0 ≤ ▽𝑊 S / (| |𝑥 | | · | |𝑦 | |) ≤ 1.

4.6 Computational Complexity

In addition to the plain text convolution module (𝐴), we employ

a hyperbolic Glove that requires a mapping from the hyperbolic

space to the Euclidean ones (𝐵). Secondly, the discriminator is a

simple two-layer neural network and the degree normalization

only averages the outputs (𝐶). Lastly, the scale alignment has linear

complexity as it only matches the magnitudes of the two vectors

(𝐷). Thus, the complexity is O((𝐴 + 𝐵 + 𝐶 + 𝐷) · 𝑁𝑡 ) which is a

linear model proportional to the size of a target domain (𝑁𝑡 ). The

implementation of our method is available here6.

5 EXPERIMENTS

We set fundamental questions to provide a comprehensive analy-

sis of the proposed method. Subsequently, we offer details about

datasets in Section 5.1, baselines in Section 5.2, and the experimental

setup in Section 5.3. The details of the following research questions

(RQs) are explained from Section 5.4 to Section 5.7:

• RQ1: Does our model achieve a significant performance

improvement compared to state-of-the-art baselines?

6
https://anonymous.4open.science/r/HEAD-1F46/README.md
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• RQ2: In addition to the experimental results, does scale

alignment enhance domain disentanglement?

• RQ3: Does HEAD preserve the hierarchical structure better

than previous methods?

• RQ4: How sensitive is the performance of proposed method

on hyperparameters 𝜆1 and 𝜆2 in Eq. 27?

5.1 Datasets

Following the prior studies [14, 75], we evaluate our model and

baselines using the benchmark Amazon7 5-core review datasets,

which are subsets obtained after excluding the users and items

having less than five interactions. We take 12 domain pairs, three

as the source domains Clothing (Cloth), CDs and Vinyl (CDs), Toys
and Games (Toys), and the other four as the target domains Luxury
Beauty, All Beauty, Digital Music, Video Games. We assigned do-

mains to the sources and targets such that the sources have richer

interactions than the targets [4]. Also, note that the pairs, (Cloth,
Beauty), (CDs, Digital Music), (Toys, Video Games), are relevant to
each other. The statistics of the datasets are in Table 2.

5.2 Baselines

For evaluation, we include several state-of-the-art single, cross-

domain, and hyperbolic recommendation algorithms. We optimize

the single-domain methods only with the target datasets. Moreover,

for algorithms [33, 56, 62, 65] that solely rely on rating informa-

tion, we replaced their embedding mechanism with our review

processing module to best ensure fair comparisons.

Single-Domain Approaches: (1) NeuMF [27] is a rating-based

probabilistic neural network. (2) DeepCoNN [76] further utilizes

reviews as side information in addition to ratings. (3) AHN [16]

is a review-based hierarchical attention network. (4) HGCF [56]

suggests margin ranking loss for collaborative filtering in hyper-

bolic space. (5) HDNR [62] alleviates the representation distortion

problem through hyperbolic geometry for news recommendation.

Cross-Domain Approaches: (6) DAREC [71] applies domain

adaptation to capture domain-shareable rating information. (7)

DDTCDR [36] applies an orthogonal mapping between the same set

of users given their rating histories. (8) RC-DFM [19] fuses the re-

views with rating and transfers knowledge between duplicate users.

(9) CATN [74] further employs the features of non-duplicate users

with similar interests. (10) MMT [33] proposes domain-specific and

domain-shareable modules without disentanglement. (11) SER [14]

integrates domain discriminator to disentangle domain-specific

and domain-shareable features. (12) DH-GAT [65] applies graph

attention in hyperbolic space for cross-domain entity recognition.

5.3 Experimental Setup

Following previous studies [14, 62, 65], we split the target domain

dataset into 80%/10%/10% for training, validation, and testing with-

out considering temporal sequence. Then, we generated user and

item documents excluding interactions present in the validation

and test sets. During training, we randomly and iteratively sample

from a source domain and from a target domain such that the sizes

of two samples are the same. Additionally, we employ an early

stopping technique to terminate the training process if the best

7
https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~jmcauley/datasets/amazon_v2/

(a) Similar domain (b) Dissimilar domain

Figure 4: (RQ2) Domain discrimination performance of three

types of models; SER [14], HEAD (w/o SA), and HEAD (w/

SA). Both figures use the same target domain (Luxury Beauty)
with different source domains; (a) Clothing and (b) CDs

validation score is not updated for 300 iterations. We show the test

accuracy with the best validation score. Finally, the dimension of

word embedding is set as 100 for all methods.

5.4 Model Comparison (RQ1)

Table 3 shows the experimental results of the proposed HEAD and

those of the baselines. For quantitative evaluation, we employ Nor-

malized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG@10) and Hit Ratio

(HR@10) as metrics. We analyze the results from two perspectives;

(1) the usefulness of reviews and disentangled representation learn-

ing, and (2) the comparison between the Euclidean and hyperbolic

geometry.

(1) Reviews contribute to mitigating the data sparsity prob-

lem, and domain disentanglement also enhances the quality

of knowledge transfer by reducing domain discrepancies.

Firstly, we observe that methods utilizing only rating information

[27, 36, 71] show significantly lower performance compared to the

models that utilize reviews additionally. This can be due to the small

size of the target domain, but we can also presume that user prefer-

ences are well reflected in the review information. We also observe

that the algorithms perform differently depending on how well

the reviews are utilized; attention-based AHN [16] significantly

outperforms the plain text convolution model, DeepCoNN [76].

Additionally, addressing domain discrepancies is also critical to

the performance of CDR. For example, MMT [33], SER [14], and

our HEAD show stable performance among the CDR techniques

regardless of the source domain pairs. This can be inferred that they

can separate the domain-shareable and domain-specific knowledge

efficiently, making them relatively robust to noise. Additionally,

our models exhibit the most stable results, suggesting that scale

preservation is helpful in discriminator training, and eventually

enables the effective transfer of more useful information to the

target domain.

(2) Hyperbolic embedding achieves better performance

compared to Euclidean ones, and HEAD with degree-based

normalization and scale adjustment has shown its effective-

ness. A notable point is that hyperbolic-based methods HGCF [56],

and HDNR [62] exhibit good performance even without using addi-

tional domains. For example, their accuracy is comparable to AHN

[16] with hierarchical attention mechanism, and DH-GAT
∗
[65]

https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~jmcauley/datasets/amazon_v2/
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Figure 5: (RQ3) We randomly sampled 1,000 items in Digital Music and visualized them based on their degrees. The left figure

shows the results without degree normalization in Eq. 14, while the right one represents after applying this method

attains the best recommendation quality for some datasets. This is

based on the advantages of the vast space in the hyperbolic space,

and it is believed to have a positive impact on learning the pairwise

distance between the latent representations. In addition to this, our

HEAD, which employs degree-based hierarchy correction and scale

alignment, achieves a performance improvement of 10.4% compared

to SER [14]. This highlights the benefits of hierarchy alignment in

hyperbolic space and the removal of scale information enhances

the quality of domain discriminator.

5.5 Scale Alignment and Disentanglement (RQ2)

In Figure 4, we describe the domain classification accuracy of the

domain discriminator based on the application of scale alignment.

Here, we employ three models: SER [14] which is a state-of-the-art

disentanglement algorithm, HEAD (without Scale Alignment), and

HEAD (with Scale Alignment). Since the domain label is binary

(0 for source and 1 for target), we take the binary cross-entropy

and set them as the y-axis. The x-axis is the training epochs. Both

figures use the Luxury Beauty as the target domain, but each of

them employs Clothing (left) and CDs (right) as the source domains,

respectively. We discover that the discrimination accuracy is quite

low in the left figure, where the two domains might be similar to

each other. In addition to this, both figures represent that the dis-

crimination accuracy of SER is better than HEAD (w/o SA), where

HEAD has a larger scale than SER. This is because the hierarchical

alignment in Eq. 14 has a separation characteristic. However, HEAD

(w/ SA) achieves the best discrimination accuracy, which confirms

the proposition 4.3.

5.6 Hierarchy Visualization (RQ3)

In Figure 5, we visualize item vectors in Digital Music dataset to
assess the effect of hierarchy-aware embedding (Proposition 4.1).

Here, we randomly sample 1,000 items and classify them based

on their degrees. Specifically, we average the two item vectors 𝑆𝑖

and 𝑆𝑖 in Eq. 11 and project them onto the Poincaré ball (Eq. 1).

The left figure employs simple root alignment (Eq. 13), while the

right one further benefits from our degree-based normalization

(Eq. 14). As observed in the left figure, nodes are quite randomly

distributed regardless of their degrees. Although some nodes with

higher degrees (red, 𝑑 > 20) are placed near the origin, nodes

Figure 6: (RQ4) We describe the NDCG@10 of Video Games
by varying the parameters 𝜆1 (x-axis, degree normalization)

and 𝜆2 (y-axis, scale alignment) in Eq. 27, respectively

with lower degrees (purple, green, and blue) are positioned quite

randomly. In contrast, the right figure shows that nodes are aligned

based on degrees. From this, we conclude that the degree-based

normalization successfully preserves the structural information,

which leads to a better utilization of hyperbolic space eventually.

For case studies, we highly recommend reading this article [8].

5.7 Ablation Study (RQ4)

Given the model with Poincaré Glove𝐻𝐸𝐴𝐷∗
P, we vary the weights

of the loss function in Eq. 27. Typically, the weight of the prediction

loss (Eq. 26) is set to 1 since it is the main object of recommender

systems. Now, we adjust the two hyper-parameters 𝜆1 and 𝜆2 that

control the weight of hierarchy embedding and scale alignment.

The experimental results are shown in Figure 6, where we conduct

a grid search and plot the NDCG@10 score of the (Toys and Games,
Video Games) pair using a heatmap. Here, the rows and columns

represent 𝜆1 and 𝜆2, respectively. Firstly, we observe that the per-

formances are dismal when the hyper-parameters take large values.

This is because the ranking loss is overwhelmed by other functions,

making the convergence of the parameters challenging. Instead,

assigning small values for both 𝜆1 and 𝜆2 enhances the overall
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quality of recommendation by improving structural alignment and

domain disentanglement. One might argue that the search for opti-

mal parameters may require significant computational costs, but

we find that suppressing these values below a specific threshold

grants marginal improvements only. Please refer to [14] for the

experimental results of using either domain-specific or shareable

features.

6 CONCLUSION

Recent studies have addressed the challenge of data sparsity in rec-

ommender systems by integrating Cross-Domain Recommendation

(CDR) with review texts. However, existing methods relying on

an Euclidean space encounter difficulties due to the exponentially

growing interactions between users and items. In response to this,

we introduce a hyperbolic CDR as a potential solution and over-

come several associated issues. Firstly, we identify some drawbacks

related to root alignment and distance-based alignment, which are

problematic in preserving the tree-like structure within a hyper-

bolic space, leading to a hierarchical collapse. To address these is-

sues, we propose a novel solution: hierarchy-preserving embedding

and domain disentanglement. Lastly, we provide a mathematical

foundation to emphasize the theoretical relevance of our proposed

strategies. Experimental results demonstrate the superiority of our

model over state-of-the-art single and cross-domain algorithms.
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